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Just follow these easy steps and you too can create
a wonderful award winning SCience Fair Project,
thought up entirely by you
Very Important: Before you move to the
next page recruit an adult to you. They
come in very handy, especially if you are
nove to them and tell them you won’t
blow up anything ……
My adult’s name is _________
From this point forward you are now ……….. A Scientists

Types of Science Projects

There are two types of science projects: Models and Experiments. Here is the
difference between the two:

A Model, Display or Collection: Shows
how something works in the real world,
but doesn’t really test anything
Examples of display or collection
projects can be: “The Solar System”,
“Types of Dinosaurs” , “Types of Rocks”,
“My gum collection…” Examples of
models might be: “The solar system” or
“How an Electric Motor Works”,
“Tornado in a Bottle”

An Experiment:
Lots of information is given, but it also has a
project that shows testing being done and the
gathering of data. Examples of experiments can
be: “The Effects of Detergent on the Growth of
Plants”, “Which Paper Towel is more Absorbent”
or “What Structure can Withstand the Most
Amount of Weight” You can tell you have an
experiment if you are testing something several
times and changing a variable to see what will
happens. We’ll talk about variables later….

So what type of project should you do ?
Even though you can learn a lot from building a model or display, we recommend that
you do an Experiment!!! Why? Well, they are fun, they are more interesting and most of
all, they take you through the SCIENTIFIC METHOD, which is the way real scientists
investigate in real science labs. Besides that, the scientific method is what the judges
are looking for!!

WHat is a Scientific Method?

Choose a category that interests you……..
All Great Projects start with great questions but before you get started on a great question you
need to pick a subject or topic that you like. There are three different categories of the Science Fair
to choose from. They are:

Life Science : This category deals with all animal, plant and human body questions that you

might have and want to do an experiment about. Remember that it is against Science Fair Rules to
intentionally hurt an animal during an experiment. If you are dealing with animals, please let an
adult assist you. It is okay to do experiment on plants, as long as they don’t belong to someone else,
like don’t do an experiment on your mom’s rose bushes unless you ask her first...
Life science also includes studying behaviors, so it's a perfect category to try taste tests, opinion
surveys, animal behavior training (or even training behavior in humans...like baby brothers or
sisters...)

Physical Science:,If you like trying to figure out how things work, then this is the category for you!

It includes topics about matter and structure, as well as electricity, magnetism, sound, light or
anything else that you might question, “How does it work and what if I do this to it, will it still
work?” But remember, you always need to ask an adult first (and always make sure there is one of
those adult guys with you when you try it.)
Physical Science also includes the composition of matter and how it reacts to each other. These
are the science experiments that may have bubbling and oozing going on, like figuring out what is
an acid and what is a base. It is a perfect category to try to mix things together to see what will
happen.

Earth and Space Sciences: ,This category is really awesome because it covers all sorts of topics that
deal with the Earth or objects in space. This includes studying weather, Geology (which is the
study of everything that makes up the Earth, like rocks, fossils, volcanoes, etc..), and the study of
all that is in space, including the stars, our sun and our planets. Unfortunately this topic is also
where most kids mess up and do a collection or model project instead of an “Experiment,” so be
careful!!!

Now it’s your turn
Write down your favorite Science Fair Category and what it is you want to
learn more about:
My favorite Category was ____________________________________
(Life Science, Physical Science, Earth and Space Science)

I want to do an experiment involving:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Step 1: Coming up with a
good question……………..
Now that you have picked out a topic that you like and that you are interested in, it’s
time to write a question or identify a problem within that topic. To give you an idea of
what we mean you can start off by filling in the question blanks with the following list
of words:

tHE EFFECT qUESTION……...
What is the effect of _______________ on ____________________? !!!!
sunlight
eye color
brands of soda
Temperature
Oil

the growth of plants
pupil dilation
a piece of meat
the size of a balloon
a ramp

tHE HOW DOES EFFECT qUESTION……...
How does the ___________________ affect ___________________?
color of light
the growth of plants
humidity
the growth of fungi
color of a material
its absorption of heat

tHE which/what verb qUESTION……...
Which/What _____________________ (verb) ______________________?
paper towel
is
most absorbent
Foods
do
meal worms prefer
detergent
makes
the most bubbles
paper towel
is
strongest
peanut butter
tastes
the best

NOW it’s your turn ……...
Create your Science Fair question using either the “Effect Question”, the “How does
Affect Question” or the “Which/What and Verb Question”:
_____________________________________________________________________

Science & Engineering Science Fair Project
Guide To-Do List
__ 1. Choose your category.
__ 2. Develop a topic, question, and hypothesis.
__ 3. Research your question.
__ 4. Be sure your experiment design has been approved by your teacher
& the science fair review committee.
__ 5. Gather your materials & set up your experiment
__ 6. Record your data and observations in a journal as you experiment.
__ 7. Organize data in charts or graphs to be analyzed for conclusions.
__ 8. Write your abstract including your question, hypothesis, materials,
procedure, results and conclusion using no more than 250 words on the
approved form.
__ 9. Orgnize your google slides
__ 10. Be sure your project/ slides has a title, question, hypothesis, list of
materials, procedure, observations, conclusion, a report, and a list of
sources used to gather information
__ 11. Be sure your slides show what and how you have learned about
your topic. You may show this using pictures, graphs, charts, etc.
__ 12. Put together a 3-5-minute presentation for the judges.
__ 13. Be sure your project adheres to safety restrictions

